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Fusion Cross Sections from Los Alamos R-Matrix Analyses

G. M. Hale
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

We have been using R-matrix theory for many years at Los Alamos to describe reactions in
light systems, especially those containing fusion rr~~kns. The theory is ideaUy suited for describing
the resonances that are usually seen irt Iight+lem ent reactions, and at the same time it builds in the
correct energy dependence of the transition matrb. elements at low energies by making expiicit use of
the solutions for the external (long-ranged) parts uf the interaction (Coulomb md angular momentum
btiers, etc.). Thus, the method gives reliable extrapolations to low energies for bath neutron- and
charged-particle-induced reactions.

We will present here the results of analysis that have been done, or are in progress, for
reactions in the four- md five-nucleon systems, containing the fusion reactions of major intere~t:
T(d,n)4He, 3He(d,p)4He, D(d,p)T, and D(d,n)3He. These malyses contain aU possible types of data
(in addition to the cross sections) that have been measured for the two-body reactions of these
systems, a method that we have found crucial for determining their true resonant structures, and for
ensuring reliable R-matrii interpolations and extrapolations of even the crass-section data. Integrated
cross sections will “bepresented in the form of astrophysical S-functions, as functions of center-of-
mass emrgy, in order that tkir low energy behavior might lx kter displayed.

L~addition to the R-matrk results, we will also show earlier cross-section parsmetrizations by
Duane [1] and by Peres [2] that still are used widely within the fusion reactor community. Some
severe shortcomings of these earlier data sct9 are revealed by comparisons with modem measurements
md with the R-matrix calculations, More details abut these comparisons and useful representations
of the R-matrix crass sections and their associated reactivities (<m>) recommended for use in fusion
reactor design are given in a ;aper by Bosch ana Hale [3] that has been submitted for publication.

The R-matrix analysis of the ~He system that we completed several years ago gives a
remarkably good description of aU the reactions involving d+t and n+dHe. The results have been used
to investigate the pole structure of the famous JG3/2+ resonance [4,5] and to study nuclear effects on
the low-lying states of the dtp molecule [6].

T’he S-function for the reaction T(d,nYHe is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows a sele :tion
of earlier data, slang with the more recent data of Brawn [7] and Jarmie [8], at center-of-mass energies
below 75 keV. Some of the earlier data disagree quite strongly with the most recent measurements at
energies below the pk of the resonance, and even the Arnold [9] data have a different low-energy
behavior. The R-matrix calculation foUows the Brown md Jarrnie data quite well down to the lowe~t
measured energies, where it di9agrces with the earlier pararnetrization of Peres [2], and especially with
th~t of Duane [1], In Fig, 2, the calculations are compared with data measured up to higher energies,
Good agmernent is seen with Conner’s measurement [10] at all but the lowest energies, where the first
point is consistel.t with the parametrization of Duane [1].

The R-matrix analysis of the reactions in the ~Li system was done more than 1(?yews ago, [Itii

time when the memuremcnts of the ~He(d,p)4He reac!ion cro~s section near its peak, espe~iidly, were

in signitlcmt disagreement. This cm he seen in the S-function for the reaction, shown nt low cnrrgics
in Fig, 3 and at higher energies in Fig, 4, Onc UINOsees in these figures that the R-matrix ~talcul:~tiol)
did not agree pa.rticlllarly well with the data that were included in the fit, hut u,grees much better with
mcmurcrncnts of Krauw I I I I aml of Mitller I I 2] that were made well after the mm.lyqis wns d{)llc,
This is probably a consequence of the [hcoreticul cunstrtiints inlpo~ed by R-mutrix theory ~Jli [hc



energy dependence of a near-threshold resonance, and of the multi-reaction, muhi-obsewable approach
used at Los Aiamos for these analyses.

Neither of the other panunetri.zations accounts as well for the more recent measurements as
does [he R-matrix calculation. Duane’s dotted curve shows its characteristic roll-off at low energies
below the Krauss data, and Peres’ dashed curve shows a displacement in the peak of the S functiml
away from the position indicated by the recent measurements [11,12].

The A=4 analysis is particularly interesting because it illustrates the ability to incorporate
fundamental theoretical constraints in R-matrix descriptions. In this case, all possible reactions
involving the channels n+T, n+gHe, p+T, p+gl-ie, and d+d are described using a single set of
Coulomb-corrected, char e-independent R-matrix parameters [ 13]. The T=l parameters were fust

!determined by fitting p+ He scattering data, checked by a prediction of the n+T total cross section,
then taken essentially unchanged into an analysis of the reactions in the 4He system in which only the
T=O parameters were varied (along with an overall Coulomb energy shift of the T= 1 levels). Isospi.n
constraints were used to relate the p-T and n-3He widths in the T=(I levels, and a small amount of
Coulomb isospin mixing was allowed irr the dd widths. Such a model accounts quite well for rhe
experimental data in the 4He system, including those indicating sizeable differences between the two
branches of the d+d reaction.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the calculated S-function for the D(d,p)T reactinn compared to a selection
of the data, and to the pararmtrizations of Duane and of Peres. The R-matrix calculation follows
closely the recent measurements of Brown [14] and the earlier ones of Weruel [15]. The Duane cume
again falls off sharply at low energies, as do the earlier data of Arnold [16].

Similar plots for the ~.d,n$He reaction arc shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The R-matrix calculation
follows the recent measurements of Brown [14] md the earlier measurements of Ganecv [ 17] md of
Preston [18]. The cumes of Dume [I] and Peres [2] do not give large enough D(d~) cross sections m
the higher energies, &spite tiw f~ct that they are unconstrained by a charge-inde~ndent fit, as is the R-
matrix calculation,

A novel application of the A=4 analysis has heat to compare its results [13] with measurements
being done for the d+d muon-catalyzed fusion (~C’F) reactions. Information from the standard
scattering experiments done at low energies involves mainly the S-wave trmsitions of the reactions-
Because of the selection rules involved in muon fusion at room temperature, however, pC F
experiments give inf~ilmwion primarily about the P-wave transitions at low energies, Such
meas~rements [ 191 give the surprising result that the branching ratio for the P-wave part of the d+d
reactions favors the n+~He branch over that for p+T by about 40%. At lower temperatures, where the
molecular transit~ons allow i,~creming amounts of S-wave formation between the two deuterons, the
branching ratio h,~ recently bee,; oherveci [20] to decrease toward unity.

The P-wave branching ratio calculated from the analysis is 1,43, while thru for the S-wtives is
(),886, giving excellent agreement with the measured room-temperature number, MCIrdso accounting
qualitutiveiy for the decrease in the branching ratio towmci unity as the S-wave admixture incrcwies ut
iower tctli~ “an:res, The calculated absolute muon fusion rete for hotil branches, using informntim-t
uhout the moleculsr wavefunction and trmsition rtttes from the work of Bog&nova cr (Il. [2 I ], is L[ =
J,H x io~ s-l, comp~ed to the measured vniue of (4.1 + (), i) x iog s-l [22], Thus, the unniyxis
succcssfuiiy uccounts for a!i the new experimental in format ion ( inciuding the surprises) nlwut the d+d
rcnctions that has ~,wme from this exciting new fieid, cwnfim~ing hv imli\’iduu/ p(lrfi(ll w(it’c~ :i]c
rciiubii ity of R-r Ititrix cx*rrqx)i~tiorw to iow energies,

The R-matrix parameters for the ~llc vystmn predict Bresonnnce ill the Iw. k-qic T(d,n)4i Ic
diffcrcntiai cross seclion tilat is consistent with II new mcusurcment hy Drnsg [2J 1. “Ille uIlicui INf(i
curve und ilis datu poini urc simwn ii~ Fig, 9, Aiso, IICWmcusurmncnts of the tmtg~)ing ncutt{m
in)lariznti~m for the rcwtion jus! completed ut Ttlbigen arc in cxcdicm ogmmcnt with the iwcdicti~~lis(d”
tile nnu.iysis,



We have given examples that illustrate the reliability of fusion cross sections and other data
obtained from R-matrix analyses that i.nclwie many reactions and observable types over a wide range
of energy. The analyses give good representations of the most ,mcent measurements, even in a case
where the analysis was done long before the recent data became available. Because it is relatively
unaffected by inconsistent data, this approach enjoys clear advantages over methods that fit simple
mathematical forms to the measured cross-section data, which are stiu IMing used by many evaluators,

These R-matrix calculations have also been used to predict with high accuracy the results of
conventional bcarn-target experiments, and the sometimes surprising results of muon-ra;a!yzed
experiments that probe the fusion reactions at energies below the range of usual measurements, The
latter comparisons, especially, verify that the calculations provide reasonable extrapolations of the
unscreened nuclear cross sections to very low energies in evety partial wave.

Figures 1-8 wertx taken from the preprint of Ref. [3], and were prepared by H.-S. Bosch, of
the IPP, Garching. We thank M. Drosg of the University of Vienna for making available the
unpublished datum showr, in Fig. 9. Much of this work was supported by the Division of Nucle~r
Physics of the US DOE.
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Fig, 1, Calculated S-functions for the T(d.n)4He reac!ion at energies below 75 keV compared
with various measurements. In this, and all subsequent figures, the solid line is the IANL
R-matrix calculation, tlx dotted line is Duane’s [ 1] paramctrizmiun, and !he dashed line is
that of Peres [2],
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6. Calculated S-fhtwt.ions for the D(d,p)T reaction at energies below 3(H3keV compared with
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